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Megan Washington vocals/keyboard

Brett Kelly conductor

The Impossible Orchestra

Orchestral arrangements commissioned and provided by the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra.

SETLIST
Songs by Megan Washington with other songwriters as credited 
including a full preview of her album SUGARDOOM

Conductor Brett Kelly

Flute/Piccolo Wendy Clarke 
 Jessie Gu

Oboe Michael Pisani 
 Rachel Curkpatrick

Clarinet David Thomas 
 Robin Henry

Bassoon Elise Millman 
 Matthew Ventura

Horn Saul Lewis  
 Tim Skelly 
 Deborah Hart  
 Aiden Gabriels

Trumpet Shane Hooten  
 Tristan Rebien 
 Josh Rogan

Trombone Don Immel 
 Kieran Conrau  
 Charles MacInnes

Tuba Nelson Woods

Timpani John Arcaro

Percussion Rob Clarke 
 John Clarke

Drums David Jones

Harp Megan Reeve

Violin 1 Sophie Rowell 
 Lorraine Hook 
 Deborah Goodall 
 Kirsty Bremner 
 Kathryn Taylor 
 Freya Franzen

Violin II Matthew Tomkins 
 Bobby MacIndoe 
 Patrick Wong 
 Clare Miller

Viola Lauren Brigden 
 Chris Cartlidge 
 Merewyn Bramble 
 Matt Liang

Cello David Berlin 
 Molly Kadarauch 
 Josephine Vains

Bass Damien Eckersley 
 Emma Sullivan

IMPOSSIBLE ORCHESTRA

Achilles Heart with Jason Wu, 
(arr. Iain Grandage)

The Give (arr. Joe Twist)

Body Double with David Haddad, 
(arr. Joe Twist)

Saint Lo with Jason Wu,  
(arr. Joe Twist)

American Spirit with Kyle 
Moorman & Peter Walsh,  
(arr. Paul Hankinson)

Love You Best with Tim Levinson 
& Mario Spate, (arr. Joe Twist)

Melbourne Recital Centre acknowledges the people of the Kulin nation on whose 
land this concert is being presented.

At uni I’d transcribe each instrument of songs by The Strokes or 
The Beatles, every note, and that helped me to understand what 
was actually going on in this music that was so new to me… bass, 
drums, how everything talked to each other. My whole education  
in the modern music world has been quite recent and autodidactic 
given my childhood was all show tunes and jazz.’

The first years of Megan’s professional career were similarly 
jazz-focused, touring and recording with musicians like esteemed 
pianist and Melbourne Recital Centre’s artist-in-residence, Paul 
Grabowsky. What does she think such a fundamental grounding in 
jazz gave her? ‘There’s a fearlessness I love in jazz, but mostly what 
I loved about singing the Great American Songbook are the succinct 
and beautiful stories, the strong sense of narrative in that era of 
songwriting. Though that’s also the main reason why I stopped 
singing jazz: I didn’t want to sing anyone else’s stories any more,  
I wanted to sing my own. The songs of Cole Porter are amazing but 
they weren’t my life, they didn’t really relate to the experiences of 
a 20-something woman who’d grown up in Papua New Guinea and 
was living in Melbourne in the 21st century, you know?’ 

Yet there’s still a thread linking her jazz past to her more 
polyvalent present. ‘The strong narrative of jazz and the almost 
cinematic approach to storytelling is something that still figures in 
what I do now. It’s definitely present on the new record. There’s a 
new song called ‘Catherine Wheel’, I’m not game enough to say it 
sounds like Hoagy Carmichael but if you had to file it somewhere,  
I think its position is much closer to him than contemporary pop. 
The other element of a jazz education is an understanding of 
harmonies, subtly altering the harmonic landscape underneath  
a melodic skyline in order to enhance or amplify the drama of  
the lyric. Again I think ‘Catherine Wheel’ is an example of that.’

Her enthusiasm is infectious when she mentions the three 
musicians writing the orchestrations. ‘Iain Grandage and I have 
worked together on several of Meow Meow’s shows, so I knew that 
I definitely wanted Iain’s genius on board. I hadn’t met Joe Twist 
before this project, but over the course of a few months I’ve learnt 
he’s extraordinarily gifted. There are two arrangements coming 
from Paul Hankinson who is one of my very favourite musical minds, 
he’s a songwriter and pianist who lives in Berlin. His arrangements 
are very idiosyncratic and sympathetic to the emotional tone of 
the songs. I love what these three all bring to the work, each of 
them brings something that’s quite different but very, very good.’ 

Megan sounds like she can’t quite believe her luck at launching 
SUGARDOOM in such musically lavish circumstances. ‘These new 
songs are a strong step somewhere different, not a complete 
departure or anything but my songwriting has evolved and I’m very 
happy with where it has taken me. More than anything, I want 
people to feel this music. I think this suite of songs lives much 
more in the body than in the head. These are songs to be 
physically felt. Luckily orchestras do just that, right?’

You can also read this article online and others just  
like it at soundescapes.melbournerecital.com.au
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ABOUT THE MUSIC
SUGARDOOM SYMPHONY CONTINUED

Dirty Churches (arr. Joe Twist)

Begin Again (arr. Benjamin 
Northey)

Skeleton Key (arr. Joe Twist)

Kiss Me Like We’re Going to Die 
with Alex Evert, Alex Tirheimer  
& Sam Fisher, (arr. Iain Grandage)

Futureproof with Max 
Hershenow, (arr. Joe Twist)

with Catherine Wheel  
(arr. Paul Hankinson)

Additional songs and program order to be decided on the night. 
This concert will run for approximately 90 minutes, with no interval.



BRETT KELLY
Brett Kelly has conducted all the major Australian orchestras as well 
as New Zealand’s Auckland Sinfonia and the Dunedin Symphony. 

Between 1989 and 2004 he was Artistic Director and Chief 
Conductor of The Academy of Melbourne, a chamber orchestra  
he formed from among colleagues at the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra. Brett has been Principal Trombone of the MSO since 1981.

He has conducted the premiere of more than 200 Australian works 
and over 60 film soundtracks, including Knowing, Australia, Happy 
Feet 2 and The Dressmaker.

THE IMPOSSIBLE ORCHESTRA
The Impossible Orchestra was formed by Brett Kelly in 2012 to 
undertake a remarkable 24-hour orchestral concert in the then 
newly re-furbished Hamer Hall. 

This event drew together 240 outstanding Australian musicians to 
celebrate the almost 3 million unpaid careers who work within 
Australian society.

Since, The Impossible Orchestra has undertaken numerous concert 
and recording commitments including the opening of Hawthorn Arts 
Centre and Castlemaine State Festival (2015).

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
MEGAN WASHINGTON
Megan Washington is one of Australia’s new icons of song. 
Originally performing jazz and studying at the Queensland 
Conservatorium, her style evolved to indie pop and alternative 
rock, where she sings and plays piano and guitar. In 2010, she 
released her debut album, I Believe You Liar, which peaked at 
number three on the ARIA Albums Chart, was certified platinum, 
and saw her earn the Best Female Artist and Breakthrough Artist 
ARIA awards, while receiving five further nominations.

The following year she released the mini-album Insomnia, which 
culminated in her first performance at the Sydney Opera House  
(as well as concerts in Paris, London and New York) in a darker  
and more introspective counterbalance to I Believe You Liar. 

2014 saw Megan release her second full-length record, There There, 
which debuted as an ARIA Top 5 album. It received rave reviews from 
fans and critics alike, with accompanying performances throughout 
Europe and the United Kingdom in 2015. There There was co-written 
with Sia/Adele collaborator Sam Dixon and was recorded in the  
U.K. with Stella Mozgawa (of Warpaint) on drums and Leo Abraham 
(Roxy Music) on guitars. Appearances at Falls Festival, Splendour in 
the Grass and Triple J’s Beat the Drum celebration followed, and 
Megan concluded 2015 with the Tangents Tour – a national run of 
34 shows throughout every Australian state and territory.

Megan Washington has served as a mentor on The Voice Australia, 
and inspired the world with her honest and personal story,  
‘Why I Live In Mortal Dread Of Public Speaking’, via a captivating 
TEDxSydney talk, which has received more than 2 million views  
and was also highlighted on the ABC’s Australian Story program.

For the past 18 months, Megan has been based in Los Angeles, 
writing and recording her fourth studio album, for release in early 
2018. The first single, ‘Saint Lo’, was released last year. She has 
collaborated with a slew of world-class songwriters, including Tim 
Levinson aka Urthboy, Max Hershenow (MS MR), Kyle Moorman (Lea 
Michele, Miley Cyrus) and Peter Thomas (Betty Who, Coin), and the 
album is set to be produced by Eric J Dubowsky (Flume, Chet Faker). 

This performance is Megan’s final show in a series of collaborations 
with some of Australia’s leading orchestras – this tour has offered 
an exclusive opportunity for fans to experience the forthcoming 
album SUGARDOOM in full prior to its release, with lush orchestral 
accompaniment in one of Australia’s most unique concert halls.

meganwashington.com

ABOUT THE MUSIC
SUGARDOOM SYMPHONY

A fortunate alignment of creative projects sees 
Megan Washington introduce her new album live 
on stage with symphony orchestra. She spoke to 
Aaron Curran.
Megan Washington finds herself in an unusual and exciting artistic 
position planning her latest Australian tour. Yes, she’s thrilled to be 
performing with full symphony orchestra for the first time in her career, 
but more than that the repertoire she has chosen is predominantly 
new songs from her as-yet-unreleased album (currently titled 
SUGARDOOM, not due until 2018). So audiences are not only hearing 
her new songs for the first time but in orchestral arrangements that 
will be radically different from their recorded counterparts.

‘I made a very deliberate decision because it was way too early  
for a ‘Best Of’, frankly,’ she laughs. ‘I don’t think I’ve quite earned  
a retrospective just yet. Plus the artists that are more interesting to 
me, they’re always looking forward, celebrating new work. And this 
[tour] was such an amazing opportunity to work with orchestras and 
musicians of the highest calibre that could give my new music a 
whole other set of clothes, their Sunday best in fact. That was so 
exciting that it just didn’t make sense to be looking backwards.’ 

While symphonic sound was far from Washington’s mind when she 
was writing her new record, when the chance arose to play with 
orchestras across Australia she found both projects musically 
synchronous. 

‘The timing of [this tour] coming together has been spookily 
fortunate because, of everything that I’ve written so far, I think  
this new body of work is most sympathetic to the gorgeousness and 
lushness of a symphony orchestra. That wasn’t intentional. There’s a 
line from Frankenstein that goes something like: ‘And when I looked 
and saw what I had created, my heart froze in horror, as it looked 
nothing like I had intended.’ That’s quite true for most creative 
people I think. 

Clear ideas can still end up taking you somewhere unplanned, and 
this time that different place I find myself in lends itself really well 
to an orchestra too. But perhaps that was an unconscious intention 
all along.’

Given that this interview may, for many, serve both as introduction 
and guide, Megan is keen to outline the new songs’ origins and 
objectives. ‘These songs are like melted candy. The album is about 
love and, while I’ve never written any capital ‘L’ love songs before,  
it was something that I really wanted to explore with this new 
record. Though with me being who I am, the songs have some 
shadows. I guess they are more the type of love song that you would 
have heard in the 1960s…they’re from the underside of love, the 
dark side, there’s heartbreak and anger but it’s all wrapped up in 
something very sweet.’ 

‘I’ve been thinking a lot about Roy Orbison,’ she adds. ‘A classic 
romantic pop songwriter but with such dark lyrical twists, he used 
arrangements and sound in a way that still sounds modern to me. 
It’s still pop but with such a dramatic and cinematic combination  
of music and lyrical elements. Playing songs like that with a full 
orchestra, you are able to extrapolate and amplify those elements 
and that affects what’s heard and the emotions that are felt.’

Washington’s initial aim for these SUGARDOOM songs was also 
tempered with something more utilitarian but no less vital. ‘I 
needed to write myself an album of ‘breathers’. Most of my songs 
are such belters that in my live shows I found myself having to boom 
it all out for two hours with no respite because I hadn’t written any. 
So this time I focused more on percussive vocal melodies. I was 
more interested in a style closer to sung rap or recitative, and songs 
like ‘I Want You’ by Savage Garden or ‘One Note Samba’ by [Antonio 
Carlos] Jobim. Rapid-fire, machine gun, semi-spoken singing that 
requires control, not just volume and power. I’m trying to chill out, 
effectively.’ 

Such a practical and corporeal approach to creativity is resonant of 
one of the key reasons Megan became a musician in the first place, 
as she revealed in her now-famous talk at TEDxSydney in 2014 and 
raises again when the discussion moves to her education.

‘One key reason for me getting so deeply into music is that I’ve 
always had a pronounced stutter. Part of my speech therapy was 
singing lessons, as vocal exercises like singing really help people 
with speech problems. After about ten years of lessons, at 14  
or 15, I’d gotten quite good. I became quite serious about theory, 
completing the Trinity and AMEB exams. Then I went to the 
[Queensland] Conservatorium and studied jazz composition and 
voice. I’d grown up listening to show tunes mostly, singers like Judy 
Garland and Barbra Streisand. I never really found my way to pop or 
rock music but as I got older I became more interested in them as 
their own forms. 

Continued over page


